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more Kawasaki F11 products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the
lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship today.
Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest assured
that we have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Kawasaki F11 products. We
want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an
Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your
feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride optional. Part
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Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free
Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items.
Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. See search results
that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster.
Almost gone. Shipping not specified. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items
listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian
dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use
the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Make Kawasaki. Model KX. Number 82 of ! By early , Kawasaki decided to build a
competitive MX bike to fill the growing market in the United States. They went out and hired
riders Brad Lackey, John Desoto among others to race and help developed the bikes. The bikes
showed early promise and Lackey rewarded them with their 1st National title in the Open class
later that year. In Kawasaki was prepared to release a limited production open class bike that
they dubbed the F12MX. They also released the F11MX version. Our riders were impressed with
the power, and the finish was good, but the suspension and handling still left something to be
desired. The Japanese focused on the s, as their test riders were smaller. Both of these bikes
were produced with many light components that brought them both in near lbs. The projected
number of these bikes to be made available was rumored to be about of each. This is number It
is believed by many sources that significantly less than bikes were ever released from Kawasaki
They were made available only to sponsored riders that had interviewed for them. They were
extremely light and powerful. The bikes featured magnesium hubs, chromoly frames, custom
Kayaba shocks, plastic fuel tank and levers. Kawasaki fed these sponsored riders parts over the
course of the year to try out. Nobody seems to know for sure what the F11M sold for because of
the limited production run. It's history has been documented since it left the Kawasaki Factory
in Irvine. The bike still resides in the Kawasaki factory museum and is believed to be one of the
few left complete in existence. Until now Pic of it in the Kawi museum Check out our other

auctions!! Model S2 Triple. This bike is mostly restored and runs and rides great! Clean title in
hand. Now I don't have a good place to store it or enough time to ride it, so it's time to pass it on
to someone else who loves the classics. Odometer reads 2xxx miles, but I've put less than miles
on the bike since full engine rebuild and restoration. Brand new battery just installed. The bike
was fully torn down to frame during restoration. The frame and all black metal parts were
sandblasted down to bare metal and powder coated with modern coating. Engine covers
powder coated with silver powder coat. Red painted parts were painted with high end
automotive paint. Engine was fully rebuilt during restoration with new Wossner pistons and
rings, cylinders bored and honed to match the new pistons and crankshaft rebuilt in California
with new seals by one of the leading machinists who specializes in these old two-strokes.
Restoration notes: the engine is from a S2A identical engine to the S2 , completely rebuilt as
described above. Some of the fasteners nuts, bolts, screws, etc currently have surface rust, as
these are the parts that deteriorate rapidly and I did not replace most of them during restoration.
Red paint is slightly darker than stock. This bike was in the garage for the last 25 years,
everything is there runs and drives. This is a great bike for restoration or can be tuned for a
Sunday cruise. If you're familiar with two strokes, this bike could use a top end, carb cleaned
and other minor things could be fixed. Grab a piece of your childhood history or add it to your
collection. I can be contacted at Thanks for looking. Model Ninja. Make Honda. Model CRF L.
Hitch carrier negotiable. Make Yamaha. Model YZ. A little History on Harry Hindall: Harry
HindallHarry Hindall was a motorcycle frame builder, aerospace engineer, and a desert racer
From England who learned his welding skills working from some of the best; Don and Derrick
Rickman. A new job brought him to SoCal. Others noticed his specially built Triumph Twin in
his home built frame, and they asked to ride it. After that he had friends wanting frames built for
their bikes as well. His final design was a TT Yamaha. Most 2-stroke bikes were about 30 lbs
lighter when done, and the Twins sometimes up to 60 lbs lighter! He also made his own plastic
Rickman style tanks in Red and seat combos. You would custom order your frame telling him
what forks and wheels you were going to use. He also sold lightweight hollow axles and swing
arm bolts, as well as Adel clamps that were used to mount most anything to his frames without
welding. Less than 75 total frames were built, and no real records were kept. Both of these bikes
end in Made in maybe? Both bikes had the then new state of the art conical Yamaha front
wheels on them. Maybe a clueâ€¦ I believe the VIN is nothing more than a manufactures date,
and nothing more. I have seen two bikes with big horn motors and the 71 as the last numbers
also. This is an original Harry Hindall DT1 still the original nikel plating in the frame in excellent
condition! Can crate and ship in the continental US , and can crate for overseas Shipping also. I
will not ship overseas though. Up for sale is a Kawasaki H2 triple barn find. This is a project
bike and is not running at this time. The engine turns over with compression. This bike is very
complete and will make an excellent candidate for restoration. Items I see missing are the
ignition switch, sprocket cover, baffles, stock airbox and headlight. There may be a few other
items I am missing but I have listed the obvious. Overall condition of the bike is good, chrome
has some pitting and surface rust, front forks are the worst of all the chrome surfaces. The paint
is original and the inside of the tank looks very clean. Seat pan is very nice, cover is not original
and foam is degrading. Please ask questions if you have concerns before you purchase, I am
happy to help. I will not ship the bike, all shipping arrangements and costs are buyer
responsibility. I can hold the bike for a few weeks after sale for shipping arrangements to be
made, if you need longer please contact me before you purchase so we can discuss options.
Thank you. This motorcycle is near mint condition miles showing on the odometer. It was
restored a few hundred miles ago and only used for short trips on nice days since restoration.
We can not say for sure if the milage is correct because we have not owned the bike for the the
last 42 years. This motorcycle was obtained by us from a collection in a museum, you can see
our cc and cc Kawasakis from the same collection also listed on eBay now. The engine has new
gaskets and we asssume it has been gone thru. The bodywork is in beutiful condition with a
nick on the left side cover and a scratch on the front fender tip. Pipes, wheels and other chrome
looks very nice. The tank is clean on the inside. The bike runs well, the engine pulls very strong.
You better be holding on whan the throttle is cracked! There is the typical two stroke hunting
with a nearly closed throttle indicating the carbs may need the idle circuts cleaned thank you
ethanol. Overall this is a very presentable example of an early H2. No warranties or guarantees,
all sales final. This bike is availible for inspection in our Norcross GA showroom. Blue Moon
Cycle for more info call John x Up for sale is a very rare Kawasaki H1C triple. This motorcycle
should be in a museum detailing Kawasaki History. This bike comes with a clear title signed in
previous owners name. The bike is being offered for restoration, it is not currently running but
the motor does turn over with compression. The "C" model H1 was produced at the same time
the H1B was coming into the market. Kawasaki produced about a of these machines to use up

the leftover parts from the early bikes from If you look you can see the early parts infused with
the "new" parts. This bike is missing very few parts from my visual inspection. The signals may
or may not be missing as not all of these came with turn signals. The mileage is low at just over
14k. The inside of the tank looks new, very clean. The seat pan is solid. The chrome has surface
rust and pitting as shown. The stainless fenders have a few dents in them as shown. Please ask
any questions you may have before you purchase. I am happy to answer any questions you may
have. I will not ship the bike but will assist your shipper with loading. I would like the bike to be
collected within a reasonable time after the sale, say a couple of weeks, that should be ample
time to line up a shipping agent. The title will go with your shipper and bike upon collection. If
you want the title sent separately I can do this via FedEx with tracking at buyer expense. This is
a very rare bike and they seldom come up for sale, don't miss out. Thank you and good luck.
Make Other Makes. After Worls War II, they began producing their own unit construction
two-stroke engines, selling complete motorcycles. Maico made a brief foray into the automobile
business with their own line of microcars in the late s. Maico have also made go kart engines.
The road motorcycles were named after winds While lacking the financial capital and big money
race-team backing like that of the Japanese factories of Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki, and Kawasaki,
Maico riders such as Adolf Weil, Ake Jonsson, and Willy Bauer proved to be a serious challenge
to the Japanese factories and produced numerous top three finishes in the Motocross World
Championships. The firm also experienced some success in Grand Prix road racing
competitions with rider Borje Jansson winning three cc Grand Prix races between and American
publication Motocross Action called the Maico Mega 2 - cc the greatest open-class motocross
bike of all time. The The bikes later moved to plastic tanks in with the Mega One of the largest
contributions to the world of motocross suspension technology came in the season when the
Wheelsmith Motorcycles team in the USA and the Gunther Schier teams in Europe
forward-mounted the rear shocks on the Maico factory-backed motorcycles, immediately
increasing the travel and ability to trump the competition. This initiated a frantic effort on the
part of factory teams and privateers alike; chopping up their frames in a desperate attempt to
remain competitive. Maicowerk AG filed for bankruptcy in , but continued to produce small
numbers of motocross and enduro models re-badged as M-Stars in the United States due to
legal issues up through Subsequent manufacturers have purchased the brand name and
applied it to their own limited production motorcycles. Modern open-class dirt-bikes are still
being produced under the Maico brandname. The ATK Intimidator dirt-bike reportedly the most
powerful production 2 stroke motorcycle available aside from Maico's own motorcycles features
a Maico motor. After the company went out of business in , its assets were taken over by a
Dutch company, but to this day retains a strong cult following. Many riders restore vintage
Maicos for display or to take back to the track. Model CB. Make Triumph. We are thrilled to offer
such a unique and rare piece of motorcycle history. The Triumph Hurricane X75 was a bit of a
mongrel from the word go. Originally a BSA design, with very sleepy, Triumph Bonneville-esque
style, the honchos felt it was way too conservative for American tastes. When BSA went under,
1, engines were put aside and the bike was rebranded as a Triumph. Three cylinder motorcycles
in general are pretty neat sounding machines. Not quite as brutal as a thumping twin or single,
not as smooth or refined as a four [or six! However, they acknowledged that the bike was fast,
and a sales team led by BSA Vice-President Don Brown decided to launch the bike by using a
Rocket-3 to set some records at Daytona, records which were broken in by the Kawasaki Z1. At
BSA-Triumph's design facility at Umberslade Hall, the design was seen as too "trendy" by chief
designer Bert Hopwood; but after very positive public reaction to the design when it appeared
on the front of US magazine Cycle World in October , the UK managers changed their minds.
They realised they had a large stock of obsolete BSA Rocket-3 parts that could now be turned
into a premium-priced motorcycle. However, BSA was facing bankruptcy and the design went
into a limited production run of as the Triumph X Hurricane in Production stopped in after the X
was unable to meet new American noise standards. If you would like any additional photos
don't hesitate to ask. We look forward to placing this rare Hurricane X75 in your collection. Go
to foldingmotorbikes dot com for full information. This is the exact same model selling
currently, there have been no changes in the design since this was manufactured. The Italian
State Police run a fleet of these rugged, highly engineered folding scooters for urban patrol and
helicopter ground support. If it meets their demands you know it is high quality. This scooter
would be right at home in large or small American cities and a perfect commuter. When at your
destination, fold it, pick it up and carry it up stairs, then stash it in your office or front closet. No
battery needed to start it and it will run for weeks on a tank of gas. The only maintenance is
airing up the tires every now and then - that's IT! I would estimate fuel mileage is mpg. Simply
mix a couple of ounces of synthetic two stroke oil with gas right in the tank for clean running.
No insurance or license plate, registration, taxes, fees, helmet or even a driver's license is

needed since it is not a "motor vehicle" at 49ccs. If it was 50cc it would be! Take a good look at
the front wheel in the pictures to see how clean and UN-oxidized the metal components are. It
starts first kick and runs like a Swiss - errr - Italian watch: slow. Top speed is 25 mph on a flat
road. It WILL climb surprisingly steep hills at 5 mph a brisk walk since it has a variable ratio
drive. Collectors from all over the world know the value of vehicles that have been stored in
Arizona. I used it with my plane for two trips then stashed it in my garage where it has resided
for the past 13 years - untouched and unused. It needs a new home now that I've retired from
aviation. This can be folded and shipped ground UPS anywhere in the US - it weighs 65 pounds
and the dimensions are listed below. The folding moped DI BLASI is the sole one which
combines the comfort and the safety of the traditional mopeds to the possibility to be carried in
other means of transportations boats, campers, light aircrafts, cars. There are several small
scooters available in the market. However often they are quite unsafe and uncomfortable just
due to these small dimensions. When folded, its size is smaller than that of the mini scooters.
There are some dismountable scooters in the market. The mopeds DI BLASI is the sole folding:
it can be folded to the dimensions of a bag 79,5 x 35,5 x 61,5 cm , in 4 seconds and three simple
steps, without using tools and without screwing or unscrewing any device; in the same easy
and quick way it returns to be a normal moped. Several of the mini scooters available in the
market have no type approvals. Therefore the moped DI BLASI is ideal for use in conjunction
with campers, cars, boats, light aircrafts and in general for leisure activities. It can be proposed
also as business gift. The standard version R7E fits a frame made of high tensile carbon steel
and painted with polyester powders. On demand, the moped can be equipped with useful
accessories: carrying bag, rear luggage rack. The maintenance is simple and can be carried out
in any repair shop. Excellent product. Very accommodating with Buyer requests. I looked at the
bike yesterday and I love it. Best original Ct I have ever seen. Great to do business with! It is
sold with a bill of sale only. Ebay will not allow a listing under motorcycles unless you specify it
has a title - a quirk in their listing system. I did not want to list it under "scooters" since this
might give the impression is a toy or even worse made in China. The DiBlasi is made in Italy to
full European Union motorcycle safety standards with lights, horn, turn signals, etc. For
additional high resolution pictures contact me at RonKMiller cs dot com where I will direct you
to an online photo album full of high large high resolution pictures. The DiBlasi is made in Italy
to full motorcycle standards with lights, horn, turn signals, etc. Hollywood, FL. Day Heights, OH.
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Submit Cancel. Make Kawasaki. As long as the item is paid for with in 5 working days of
auction's end , I will hold item for 30 days with out any cost. Model KX. Number 82 of ! By early ,
Kawasaki decided to build a competitive MX bike to fill the growing market in the United States.
They went out and hired riders Brad Lackey, John Desoto among others to race and help
developed the bikes. The bikes showed early promise and Lackey rewarded them with their 1st
National title in the Open class later that year. In Kawasaki was prepared to release a limited
production open class bike that they dubbed the F12MX. They also released the F11MX version.
Our riders were impressed with the power, and the finish was good, but the suspension and
handling still left something to be desired. The Japanese focused on the s, as their test riders
were smaller. Both of these bikes were produced with many light components that brought
them both in near lbs. The projected number of these bikes to be made available was rumored
to be about of each. This is number It is believed by many sources that significantly less than
bikes were ever released from Kawasaki They were made available only to sponsored riders that
had interviewed for them. They were extremely light and powerful. The bikes featured
magnesium hubs, chromoly frames, custom Kayaba shocks, plastic fuel tank and levers.
Kawasaki fed these sponsored riders parts over the course of the year to try out. Nobody seems
to know for sure what the F11M sold for because of the limited production run. It's history has
been documented since it left the Kawasaki Factory in Irvine. The bike still resides in the
Kawasaki factory museum and is believed to be one of the few left complete in existence. Until
now Pic of it in the Kawi museum Check out our other auctions!! Model F 11B Original owner.
Rebuilt in Good condition. Not ridden much in several years, but runs good. I bought this
Kawasaki Enduro back in It has miles on it all female ridden miles. A bunch of us gals all bought
motorcycles out of high school and just rode on the streets. This hasn't been started in
probably 12 years. Been stored inside. All I did to take the pictures was to clean off the green
parts so that you can see the vibrant color of the green. I know the seals and anything rubber is
probably bad. I know the front tire is bad. I think the back one is still holding air. No, I didn't put

stabilizer in the gas tank. SORRY - so we know the gas tank is probably bad. I always said I was
going to get this going again, but kicking is not something that I can do at my age. I put this on
a buy it now of a starting price. I want to sell this, so I will work with you as I do not really know
the value of a one owner Kawasaki Enduro. I have researched and saw many different prices. I
know you will have to do some work, but I also know the history of this motorcycle and know it
will make someone a great bike for a winter project. I know the price that I want to accept, so
text to the number below and 'make my day'. This motorcycle is located in Coffeyville Kansas I
prefer you to pick it up rather than have it shipped. This is a sale, so there are no returns at all,
so therefore you must pick it up. I have the title and keys. I am not a mechanic, but will try and
answer any of your questions. During normal hours. Payment is due in cash when you pickup. I
will allow days for you to pickup after your purchase. I am also going to list this for sale on
other areas, so I reserve the right to delete this listing at any time. Make Honda. Model GROM
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international shipping options and costs. Welcome, Kawasaki owners. Access the information
and tools you need to get the most out of your vehicle. Select a category and model to find the
parts diagram you are looking for. No accessories fo
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und. No two are alike. Each Kawasaki product line has a distinct VIN location. The exact
location for these numbers in your particular model is illustrated in your owner's manual near
the front of the book. They also appear on your registration documents. Parts Diagrams. Find
diagram by part name or number Find diagram by part name or number. The Vehicle Category
field is required. Select a Year. The Vehicle Model field is required. Select Vehicle. HINs have 12
digits. They look like this: KAWJ Motorcycles You will find the VIN stamped on the steering
head, below the handlebars. Mule Utility Vehicles You will find the VIN on the top edge of the
front bench seat base, just below the seat cushion. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email
address so that we can find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist
in below form. If you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive
an email from us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

